MTA Negotiations Committee
Member Input

1. Which part of the Bargaining Unit do you represent? (ECE, MVA, TK, Nurses, CTE, BCBA, Adult Ed, AD's)

2. What classroom conditions do you currently face that you feel need to be addressed in the negotiations process?

3. Are there examples of programs/practices outside of MCS that you believe should be initiated in our district?

4. During your career in education, what has changed that negatively impacted our profession and should be addressed in negotiations?

5. What do you need in your classroom, program, or school site to improve your daily work experience?

6. From your perspective, what do most teachers need/want from contract negotiations?

7. Since COVID, how should MCS respond to certificated staff needs?

8. What reform would you support to enhance educator recruitment and retention at MCS?

9. In your opinion, what is the best way to elicit member input for contract negotiations? (Electronic survey, site visits, Town Hall meetings – suggestions?)

10. What do you want the MTA Negotiations Team to address for you?

Thank you!